
Out to Eat London 2001 (Lonely Planet) By Lonely Planet K = thousand/1:100000 M = million/1:1
million na = scale not available var = variable scale p = pages (atlases) Please note: large-scale
cartography provides more detail than small-scale cartography. It took several months and at the
end – broke but inspired – they sat at their kitchen table writing and stapling together their first
travel guide Across Asia on the Cheap. This title describes the coverage of the map as well as any
unique map features. If no features are listed it can be assumed that the map is a paper folding map:
We encourage customers to include the title along with the Map Link Code or ISBN Number to
assure the correct map is ordered: Most of the maps we sell are folded except topographic maps wall
maps and atlases: Wall maps are listed with dimensions in inches appearing in the title field (height
x width), Each code begins with the map publisher's abbreviation followed by an abbreviation of the
title. Please refer to this code or the ISBN number when ordering: Please refer to the Map Scale
Guide on the next page for more information about scale: Out to Eat London 2001 (Lonely
Planet)OUR STORYA beat up old car a few dollars in the pocket and a sense of adventure, In 1972
that’s all Tony and Maureen Wheeler needed for the trip of a lifetime – across Europe and Asia
overland to Australia: Within a week they’d sold 1500 copies and Lonely Planet was born, One
hundred million guidebooks later Lonely Planet is the world’s leading travel guide publisher with
content to almost every destination on the planet[1]

Each map listing begins with the map title field. Map Link uses this code to identify each product.
The following abbreviations are used in the scale field.
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